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Abstract
TRIPLAY is an all-in-one sports betting & exchange platform.
Customers can purchase and sell Triplay coins with local
currencies. TRIPLAY allows users to store, send, receive and
exchange Triplay coins with major cryptocurrencies. Betting
exchange platform facilitates gamblers with opposing views on
the outcome of a sporting event to trade their bets. Managed
betting accounts lets sports betting investors to hire
experienced tipsters for sports betting investment. Triplay fund
opens a new opportunity to invest on sports betting.
Introduction
About the Founder
Mr Jose Giammanco (1973). Graduated in Electronic and
Computer Engineering (1999). Accumulates more than sixteen
years’ experience on Predictive Statistics Analysis and Fuzzy
Logic applied to Financial Markets and Sports Betting
industries.
Giammanco developed a Sports Betting Investment System
(aka Triplay System) published from 2016 on social media and
later from www.TriplaySystem.com
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A winner investment system
With a small base of Spanish spoken clients and followers from
Spain, Mexico, Colombia, Peru, Dominican Republic,
Venezuela and other countries the Triplay System has been
gained the confidence of a small community that supports the
continuity of the Triplay System by a monthly or yearly
subscription to www.TriplaySystem.com
On 2017 Triplay System generated a return of investment by
571% as published at http://triplaysystem.com/pdf/2017triplay-system-report.pdf
Triplay System continues generating large profits in 2018 as
record on http://triplaysystem.com/record.php
TRIPLAY LTD
On January 2018, Triplay Ltd was incorporated at Belize to
obtain a juridical personality whom will own and manage the
TRIPLAY Project, developed by its CEO & Founder Mr
Giammanco.
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TRIPLAY PROJECT
“TRIPLAY was developed to provide an all-in-one platform for
both gamblers and investors.
Gamblers from anywhere will find on TRIPLAY a world-class
sports betting and exchange platform they can access with local
money with the security of the blockchain technology on a
lower cost, quick and easy to use peer-to-peer exchange
platform.
Investors will find on TRIPLAY a crypto asset focused on one of
the most widely market of the world: the sports betting
industry. People can hold TRIPLAY coins and wait to see how
the value grows with the coming use of the coin within the
biggest entertainment industry of the world and will have the
opportunity to let experienced money managers to invest their
assets on sports betting manged account or on hedge fund”
Jose Giammanco
CEO & Founder
Triplay Ltd.
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About the blockchain
Triplay token was created under the Waves Blockchain
(https://wavesplatform.com) to approach their advantages as
follow:
a) The Waves platform does provide a secure and easy to use
interface for the storage, management and exchange of our
digital asset.
b) Lower cost and fixed fee per each transaction that not
depend on the size of the transaction will keep reduced the
operational cost of our company.
c) Higher velocity to complete the transactions will be traduced
on a better user experience for our customers.
d) National currencies transfer is maintained on the WAVES
blockchain through compliant gateway operators.
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About Triplay token
Triplay token is 100% mined with a total supply of
100,000,000 (one hundred million) units. Each Triplay unit is
divisible in up to eight decimals.
Mirroring the standard Le Système International d'Unités, this
allows for divisions of 1/10th (deci-triplays, dTPY), 1/100th
(centi-triplays, cTPY), 1/1 000th (milli-triplays, mTPY), and
1/1 000 000 (micro-triplays, μTPY).
It was adopted the practice of referring to the micro-triplay
metric sub-unit as "Bits" and de 10-8 sub-unit as Goal.

Unit

Abbreviation

Maximun

Decimal Value (TPY)
100.000.000,00000000

Mega-Triplay

MTPY

1.000.000

Kilo-Triplay

kTPY

1.000

Hecto-Triplay

hTPY

100

Deca-Triplay

daTPY

Triplay

Alernate Name

TPY

10
1

Deci-Triplay

dTPY

0,1

Centi-Triplay

cTPY

0,01

Mili-Triplay

mTPY

0,001

Micro-Triplay

µTPY

0,000001

Bit

0.00000001

Goal / Gol
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About Supply Distribution
5% of total supply reserved for token presale
10% reserved for external advisors
10% reserved for development team
35% reserved for participation on exchange platforms
45% reserved for project operations

Presale
5%
Advisors
10%
Project
40%

Team
10%

Exchange
35%
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About the TRIPLAY Wallet
A proprietary wallet to let our customer storage, manage and
exchange Triplay coins will be developed to facilitate our
customers the management of digital assets.
Decentralized Exchange Platform of Waves will be also
available inside the TRIPLAY Wallet.
About the TRIPLAY P2P Exchange
Clients can deposit and withdraw local currency to and from the
Triplay P2P Exchange. Customers can also send and receive
Triplay coin payments instantly and for free to and from anyone
in the world.
To make a deposit, just enter the amount of local currency or
cryptocurrency you want to exchange for Triplay coins.
Triplay P2P Exchange matches you with a trustworthy cashier
who earns a small commission for completing your transaction.
We debit the Triplay coins from the Cashier’s Triplay P2P
account as soon as he or she accepts the transactions and hold
de Triplay coins in your name to ensure that everything goes
smoothly.
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You send the cashier the correct amount of money via local
bank transfer or any cryptocurrency and we release the Triplay
coins to your Wallet account.
It’s that easy.
To withdraw in local currency or any cryptocurrency,
just hit the withdraw button, enter the amount of local currency
or cryptocurrency you want to withdraw for.
We will match you with a verified local cashier who will pay you
in local currency or cryptocurrency in exchange for sending
your Triplay coins to his/her Triplay P2P account.
Send and receive Triplay coins instantly and for free.
With your Triplay P2P account you can send Triplay coins to
anyone and you can receive Triplay coins from anyone too.
Your money will be in the cloud and you will cash it when you
need it.
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About Betting Exchange Platform
Individual account
Sports betting investors will be able to place their bets (i.e. the
bets related with the betting tips provided by Triplay System)
on the Triplay BEX.
The Betting Exchange Platform (Triplay BEX) will connect
gamblers with opposing views on the outcome of a sporting
event.
The main differences between Triplay BEX and traditional
bookmakers are:
a) The customer will not bet against Triplay BEX. It simply
will connect gamblers with opposing views on the outcome of a
sporting event. It will only accept a bet if it is matched by
another customer and it uses technology to match bets
instantaneously. If the bet is large then it is likely that it will be
matched with multiple counterparties.
b) Triplay BEX will be a no-risk "bookmaker". It will make a
guaranteed profit by taking a commission from the winner's net
winnings. The commission will vary between 2% and 5%.
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c) Triplay BEX’s business will occur on the internet, using
Triplay cryptocurrency.
d) Triplay BEX's odds will be expressed in decimal terms (i.e.
3.0) and not in the traditional way (i.e. 2-1). 3.0 means that for
every coin staked you receive a return of 3.0 which includes the
coin stake. The decimal equivalent, therefore, of 2-1 is 3.0.
e) Triplay BEX's market will be a free market and the prices
are not controlled by any bookmaker.
f)
A traditional betting shop sets its own odds and the
customer has to shop around among bookmakers to find better
value. But Triplay BEX will allow customers to bet against
better valued odds set by other gamblers.
g) So one person can place odds on the site and see if other
customers are attracted to the wager.
For example Mr Jimmy, from Mexico, might be offering odds
of 4.0 on Germany winning the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia
and Mr Titov, from Cyprus, might take the bet.
Mr Titov has effectively on mind: "I don't think Germany will
win and I am prepared to pay you if he does."
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But Triplay BEX guarantees anonymity so Mr Jimmy will not
know the identity of the person whom he is betting against, and
vice versa.
In order to use Triplay BEX and place bets punters must first
open an account by registering with the company.
Customers are given a username and a secure password.
Each customer must deposit sufficient funds (Triplay coins) to
cover the bets they are offering.
The Triplay BEX’s integrated wallet will let the punters to
exchange Triplay coins between other crypto actives or deposit
Triplay coins from their personal Waves wallet and vice versa.
So, in our example, Mr Jimmy will have to indicate how much
he is willing to risk. At odds of 4.0, if Mr Titov is willing to bet
100 coins then Mr Jimmy must have 400 in his account to be
able to accept Mr Titov's bet.
Triplay BEX automatically matches punters who want to strike
a wager. Mr Titov's bet is accepted and matched with MR
Jimmy's bet.
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Whoever wins, money is transferred from one account to the
other. Triplay BEX earns commission from the winner's
takings.
Managed Betting Account
This will be the first time that a betting house opens its doors to
professional tipsters to let them manage betting accounts by
acting as money managers for their customers.
Mr Giammanco accumulates more than 15 years of experience
as money manager and will act as the first tipster in charge of
the Managed Betting Accounts on TRIPLAY by investing the
winner Triplay System.
More experienced tipsters will be accredited to let sports
betting investors decide whom will manage their money.
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About Triplay Hedge Fund
Triplay offers a long term limited partnership with investors to
take advantage of Triplay System in hopes of realizing large
capital gains: Triplay Hedge Fund.
Only investors screened by certificated brokers (institutions)
or agents (individuals) will be introduced to the fund for
evaluation and acceptance as qualified investors.
Qualified investors will receive 60% of net yearly profits
generated by the fund. The balance 40% will be distributed for
the payment of management fees and commissions for brokers
and agents.
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Conclusion
TRIPLAY Platform is being built with a massive adoption in
mind from the start. In this general overview we have attempted
to show the contributions we intend to provide from the Sports
Betting Industry for the benefit of both investors and gamblers
with the support of blockchain technology, all in one single user
account.

Updated May 25th, 2018

Latest version available at www.triplay.io
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